
After this, 'glaire' is applied with a camel's-hair brush to
the impression made by the tools. lt must not be allowed
to go on to the other leather at all, as it is apt to leave a

dark mark.

After several coatings of glaire, gold leaf is laid over the

impression, and heated tools applied. The heat melts the

glaire, and causes it to adhere to the leather.

This will only give the reader a vague idea of how much
work is entailed in the binding of a book by hand; there

are minor operations throughout which have not been
mentioned and are not necessary to detail here.

In bookbinding there are several qualifications necessary
to the craftsman - a steady hand, good judgement, and a
conscientious intention of good work - and especially in
'finishing' must he - or she - have a true eye, a quick
and sure touch, as well as taste and power to draw or
design.

To see an expert 'backing' a book and gently drawing it,
by means of a hammer, over in a fan shape on to each

board, one would suppose it to be an easy operation, but
lvith the tool in one's own hand the task has quite another

look. A certain knack is needed to make the back yield
and go exactly the way one wishes it to go.

The paring of leather appears simple until one takes the

knife and applies it to either Levant, Morocco or pigskin,

which seem made to resist every endeavour to'reduce
them to the fineness of silk.

The leathers one uses should be the very best procurable.
The choice of them requires judgement- Those which
have proved to be most serviceable are Levant, Morocco,
pigskin and Niger Morocco. The latter is prepared by the

natives on the Niger Coast by means of some vegetable

dye unknown to the civilised world, and is very durable-

It is necessary to remember that many acids are used in
the preparation of leathers, which prove injurious and

destroy the lasting properties of the skin.

The choice of string and silk is important, as it is mainly
on these two that the solidity of the binding depends.

Now a word as to the choosing of the cover and the

decoration. In all cases the cover chosen should be in
keeping with the contents of the book, and when that has

been done, end-papers, silk for sewing, and ribbon for the

marker should either harmonise or contrast with the

outside cover.

To the true lover of books a great amount of decoration
does not appeal. Why should one cover up the beautiful
soft colour of morocco with heavy gold tooling? One
cannot help admiring the exquisite workmanship that one

sees in a highly decorated book, but simplicity of design

appeals more to the truly artistic eye.

During the last twenty-five years there has been a great

revival in artistic bookbinding in England and America:
but, so far, the art has made but little progress in
Australia.

Bound in blue, hard grained morocco,

pomegranates inlaid with red and green.

About four years ago, a pioneer in the work, Mrs. Francis

Knight, a native of Tasmania, who had studied in London
came out to Melbourne, and established a bindery there.

She hoped to introduce binding as a work, both

interesting and remunerative for gentlewomen; but in
matters of this kind Australian people are somewhat

conservative.

After a year or two in Melbourne, Mrs. Knight returned

to the Old Country, some-what disappointed that the

work she loved so much had not appealed to her sisters in
this newer land-yet she left behind her some enthusiastic

followers of the art, and there seems no reason why there

should not arise an Australian School of Bookbinding.

The demand for good work is no doubt limited, but every
year brings increasing culture and an improvement of
taste. The number of private libraries is rapidly
increasing, and the true book-lover finds no comfort in
the productions of the commercial bindery. He feels the

need of craftsmen who have some sense of fitness and

beauty.

D.E. Wilson, 'Bookbinding, illustrated with examples of
the authors handicraft', Art and Architecture, 1906,

p.l 5j-l 56
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To make the book flexible and strong, each section is
sewn with silk on to either string or unbleached linen
tape, according to the style of binding. After the
sewing, the book is glued, 'rounded' and 'backed'.

The 'backing' of a book is very important, and
requires great skill, for by it the grooves are made on
either side to allow the mill-board to lie flat upon the
surface, so that the cover will open with a good
hinge.

The millboards, which have been previously covered
with paper, cut and squared, are laced by means of
the 'teased' ends of the cords to which the -book has
been sewn, and then the book receives another heavy
pressing. Now comes a most important feature in the
life history of the book. This is the making of the
head-hand, which is done at either end ofthe book, at
the back. It is made either over string or vellum, and
buttonholed on with silk, and, if so desired, a marker
may he attached to it.

The headband adds strength to the book, because it
prevents the back from splitting off when a book is
frequently taken from the shelf. Instead of pulling on
the back, one pulls on the headband, which is raised
above the book at the back, and has no connection
with the cover, except to rest against it. After the
headband has been sewn on, there follow various
minor operations, and then the book is ready to
cover. A piece of leather, about an inch larger than
the book all round, has been cut, and pared thin -
very thin at the corners, and where the joints of the
book will rest.

This cover is well pasted with specially-prepared
paste-as also is the back-and is laid on to the book,
being pressed down firmly with the hands and turned
in at the top and bottom and foredge. The book is
then pressed lightly in a standing press between
celluloid and pressing boards.

No metal should ever touch damp leather, because, if
so, it will turn black. The cords are nipped with
'band nippers' to make them stand out prominently,
and to straighten them, for nothing looks so bad on
the back of a book, as uneven bands.

When the cover is dry, the corners of the book are
'mitred' and the ends 'filled in'. The endpapers are
then ready to fasten clown, but this is not done until
the book has been 'finished'.

This broadly describes the 'forwarding'. Now comes
the'finishing', which includes the lettering, and
design on the cover.

The name, if possible, should be on the back of every
book, and the letters should be evenly tooled, and at an

exact distance from each other, which is a difficult thing
to do, because in nearly all hand-made books the lettering
and decoration is done by each letter, or tool, on a
separate handle.

Bound in niger morocco, blind tooled.

Words must be so divided that when the title is finished.
the effect will not be top heavy. A design on a book has
first to be drawn out accurately on paper cot to the size of
the book. One has not a free hand in book cover design
as in other decorative work for one can only use straight
lines, a set of curves, and any flower or leaf that one has

had cut in a brass tool. The paper on which the design
has been worked out is lightly pasted at the corners. and
attached to the book. The design, by means of heated
tools, is then transferred to tile cover. When the whole
design has been done, the paper is removed, and the
pattern again impressed with the heated tools.

Bound in red levant, gold tooled. Leaves
inlaid with green levont
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The following article gives a good summary of the steps
involved in hand binding (i.e. not casing). The

illustrations show interesting Australian examples of the
'Arts and Crafts' style popular at the beginning of lhe
2dh Century, although the standard of finishing does not
appear to be ofthe highest level.

How few people there are who really appreciate a

well-bound book!

By well-bound, one does not mean highly-decorated,
but a book that, in addition to being artistic in the
matter of lettering and design on its cover, will open
well without the back coming away from the leaves,
and one that will stand hard wear and tear for many
years. It is only books that are done by hand that can
withstand constant use without serious injury.

In artistic binding there is much work that is not seen
by a casual observer, or, in fact, by any but the
initiated.

The finished book does not always suggest the
amount of labour and skill that has been devoted to
its binding. The more perfect the result, the less
apparent are the various operations by which this
result was achieved; yet every detail and every stage
of the process has its interest to the artist, and
perhaps, also, to the book-lover.

Bound in green levant (morocco) gold
tooled, red leather inlays.

In what follows I shall attempt to give some account
of these various operations.

In this article I need not refer to Commercial
Bookbinding, but to the re-binding of those volumes
whose associations or contents make a special appeal
to us. Our favourite poet, our cherished essayist, our
valued philosopher, even the special volume of our
pet novelist, we sometimes feel deserves some
outward mark of our appreciation, some distinctive
order of merit to set it beyond the ordinary occupants
of our library shelves. And what more delicate tribute
can we pay than a handsome and thoughtfully
designed binding?

In the rebinding of old books great care has to be
exercised in taking them to pieces. All the glue must
be removed from the back, and every piece of paper
or foreign matter removed.

Then the leaves must be carefully mended. Before
either a new book, or an old one, is ready to be sewn,
it must have 'zigzag' end-papers made, and be
pressed for some considerable time, so that every
section will lie flat one upon the other.

The 'zigzag' endpapers are made of three sheets of
paper, two white and one coloured, folded and pasted
together in such a way that they make a section. They
both help to strengthen the book, and tile white
sheets are also useful for making notes.

After the book has been pressed - generally for a
night in a 'standing' press-it is ready to 'mark up'
and prepare for sewing, which is done on a press
specially constructed for that purpose.

Half bound in calf,
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We see very few recently bound bool<s using the
technique of working the leather so that the design is
raised rather, than the usual method that impresses the
design. The lechnique seems hardly used now, and I
suspect that most of us would not have enough
information or experience to attempt it. I invite any of
our readers with relevant information to contact the
Editor of this journal so that some guidance can be
passed on to interested readers. In the meantime, the

following notes, reprinted from 'The Bookbinder' Vol 2
1889, provide some information.

It is, perhaps, hardly complimentary to the craft, that a

special feature should he made of the fact that
'ploughboys' are able to execute beautiful work upon
leather with comparatively little tuition. Yet it is so, and

we have here to record a remarkably interesting work
that is going on in a little village not far from Dorking.

At the outset we would remind our readers of a couple of
articles that appeared in last year's August and
September numbers of 'The Bookbinder'. They bore the
same title as that assigned to this account, and were from
the pen of Miss L. M. Forster, of West Hackhurst,
Abinger, Dorking who was then, and is still, the teacher
of a class of boys (the ploughboys referred to) the art
known as hand-wrought leather work. For our purposes

this month we take the following extracts from Miss
Forster's articles:

"The work in question may be described as drawing on
wet leather. The lines are first drawn with an agate or
bone style, and then deepened with a variety of tools. The
effect is that of a design more or less raised by the

background being punched down. The finished work
may be used for binding, or for pocket cases, blotting-
cases, etc.

The process of work consists as follows: Trace the design
intended for the leather on butter paper in pencil. Wet the

leather from the back with a sponge and soft water, till
the upper side begins to look damp. Place tracing, paper

(damped) on the surface of the leather, working out air
bubbles tili paper and leather adhere firmly together. Go

over the design with a style or bone-point firmly enough
to mark the wet leather without tearing the design paper.

When the tracing is done, the wet leather must he left for
twenty-four hours. When next the work is touched, the

pattern is removed, and the broad lines are worked in the

leather with a wheel, and the minor lines worked with
any suitable tool, but the pressure throughout should be

slight. The next stage is to deepen the lines without
widening, and each line should be worked up to its
highest point ofreliefbefore it is left.

The ground outside the design can now be punched either
with a honey-combed punch, a small circle or single star.

The punch should be struck carefully and firmly with the

mallet. Before punching, the leather should be soft, but
nearly dry. The sharpest and clearest work is to be got on
leather that has been tempered for some days and is
nearly dry again.

From the foregoing it will readily be gathered how such
excellent results can be obtained, such results in fact as

are worthy of consideration for the highest-class
bookbinding. It will also he understood how it is that
Miss Forster is able to initiate uncultured lads into the
art, and not only teach them something of value, but
enable them to add several pounds per annum to their
ordinary earnings. In this work we believe Miss Forster
operates in conjunction with the Home Arts and
Industries Association, through the medium of which
much good is being, achieved in many oil-of-the-way
corners of the country."

EB tf a gold-tooled impression (either a design or a line
of letters) is faint or uneven, we have the choice of either
leaving it as is, or trying to correct it. Of course, the book
can them be spoiled if the second impression is not
aligned with the first. A good way reduce the chances of
this happening is place the heated tool neatly on the
previously tooled impression, but this time without foil.
Then, tilt the tool enough so that foil can be siipped
under half of the pattern or line of letters. Rock the tool
back to an upright position and apply the usual amount of
pressure. Then repeat for the other half of the pattem or
line of letters.

EE Greaseproof paper is traditionally placed between
newly pasted endpapers and free endpapers when
pressing a cased book. An alternative, and one
guaranteed not to stick, providing paste is used, is mylar
or similar stiff thin plastic sheeting.

Robert J. Milevski, Preservation Librarian & Manager,
Typography Studio, Princeton University Library has

contacted the editor in relation to the book genealogy
diagram shown in Vol 26 No 4 of this joumal. At the

time of publishing, the source of the article was
unknown. Robert has advised that the diagram was
drawn at least 20 years ago, by Gary Frost, presently
book conservator at the University of lowa Libraries. The
editor is pleased to acknowledge Gary's work, and has

written to thank him in this regard.
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Now place the 14 ins. x 9 ins, strawboard covers in
position on the glued buckram, level with the top of the

centre board leaving aYqinch space on each side.

The buckram is turned-in at the head and tail and rubbed
well down.

Next glue the 13% ins. x 4Yz ins. strip of buckram
positioning it over the centre board and level with the
buckram tum-in on the reverse side. Rub down well.

Glue out the cloth sides and place them in position on
either side of the folder, overlapping t/c inch onto the
buckram and evened up for the tum-ins at the head, tail
and foredge.

The corners of the cloth are then cut and nicked in and
the cloth tumed-in in the same manner as previously
outlined. This tum-in will be on the same side as the
buckram lining strip.

Taoing

Now punch Yz inch chisel slots at the centre of each
coverboard % nch from the edge.

Push a piece of tape through each slot, knocking down
with a hammer. The slots are closed by knocking down
with a hammer. The tape ends are glued down onto the
boards.

Flaps

Cut the two pieces of manilla for the flaps and then

crease and fold up 2 ins. along each flap. This creasing is

done by laying a steel rule 2 ins. from the edge of the flap
along its whole length and then running the point of a

bone folder along the manilla. This enables the manilla to
fold without creases.

The four corners are cut from each flap.

A piece of waste paper is placed under the fold in the flap
and the tumed up fold is then glued.

Next remove the waste paper and place
position on the inside of the cover, l/s inch
head and tail. Rub well down.

From: The New South Ll/ales Department of Technical
Education School of External Studies - Bookbinding
Trade Correspondence Course Stage I. 1966

the flaps in
L in from the
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Articles should be sent to: The Editor, Morocco Bound, NSW Guildof Craft Bookbinders Inc., pO Box lll0, Rozelle NSW 2039
Australia.
Email : president@nswbookbinders.org. au
Website: www.nswbookbinders.org.au

Method of Construction
First glue the 16% ins, x 4/z ins. strip of buckram, and
then lay the 14 ins, x I inch piece of strawboard in the
centre of the buckram, allowing I % ins. hrrn_in at the
head and tail..

Materials Reouired

Strawboard

Buckram

Bookcloth

Tape (l/2 in wide)

Manilla or Heavy
Card

Lining Paper

2 pieces 14 ins. x 9 ins.
I piece 14 ins. x I in.

I piece 16% ins. x 4Yz ins.
I piece l3Yz ins- x 4/z ins.

2 pieces 16 ins, x 8% ins.

2 pieces 6 ins. long

2pieces6ins.x6ins.

2 pieces l3Yzins. x 8 ins.
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